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Seaplane International
We bring seaplane aviation closer to people

Grumman Albatross over Manhattan

A rare Grumman Albatross flying up the Hudson River somewhere between the Statue of Liberty and
Battery Park, with a man standing up in the bow hatch, arms outstretched against a 150 knots
headwind.
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In the seaplane’s nose standing Dirk Braun, who is filming a documentary about Grumman Albatross
flying boats and the people who preserve and pilot them today. The first in the movie Tom Casey.

Several years ago Tom Casey, is a retired American Airlines captain, undertook a costly labor of love—
breathing new life into the battered hulk of a 1951 Grumman Albatross found in an aircraft “boneyard”
out west. After hundreds of hours and hundreds of thousands of dollars this military flying boat is now
resplendently based at Danbury Municipal Airport in Connecticut, United States

Now in production, “Flying Boat” will be Braun’s feature debut. It will profile the pilots, history buffs and
surfers who use them today while also exploring the aircraft’s history. The Grumman Albatross went out
of production in 1961, but its heyday was the 1930s, when its popularity coincided with the elegance
and adventure of early aviation.

(Images: @flyingboatfilm)
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← Prince William lands helicopter on water

100th Viking Twin Otter series 400 aircraft became seaplane →
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